
1. Introduction
Sea-ice is a key component of the climate system (Dieckmann & Hellmer, 2009) and it plays a central role as 
a regulator of the energy exchange between atmosphere and ocean in polar regions (Döscher et al., 2014). 
Furthermore, sea-ice represents by itself a platform where large ecosystems thrive (Spindler, 1994), and 
it is a fundamental element in the lives of coastal human communities in the Arctic (Cooley et al., 2020). 
Because of the strong and rapid transformations that sea-ice has undergone in recent years due to global 
warming (particularly in the Arctic; Notz & Stroeve, 2016), there is an urgent need to better understand 
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Plain Language Summary The role of model complexity in determining the performance 
of sea-ice numerical simulations is still not completely understood. Some studies suggest that a more 
sophisticated description of the sea-ice physics leads to simulations that agree better with sea-ice 
observations. Others, however, fail to establish a link between complex model formulations and improved 
model performance. Here, we investigate this open question by analyzing a set of sea-ice simulations 
performed with a revised and improved sea-ice model that features substantial modularity in terms of 
model complexity. Ten model parameters in three different model configurations are optimized to improve 
the agreement between model results and observations, allowing a fair comparison between model 
configurations with varying complexity. The model optimization is repeated for two different atmospheric 
forcings to shed light on the relationship between model complexity and other sources of uncertainty in 
the sea-ice simulations, such as those associated with the atmospheric conditions. The results suggest 
that a more complex formulation of our model can lead to a more appropriate representation of sea ice 
concentration and snow thickness, while it is less relevant for sea-ice thickness and drift.
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and to quantify the physical and biogeochemical mechanisms regulating the sea-ice system, to inform de-
cision-makers and various stakeholders. Reliable dynamical sea-ice models can be fundamental tools for 
accurately predicting the evolution of sea ice at multiple timescales, from days to centuries into the future.

In the past decades, there has been a constant development of more complex and physically realistic sea-
ice model formulations, summarized by Hunke et al. (2010) and Notz (2012), and of which we give a brief 
overview in Section 2.2. At the same time, the resolution of sea-ice and ocean models has increased due 
to the growing availability of computational resources, and so has the resolution and quality of the atmos-
pheric reanalyses used to force the models. These developments, together with the growing availability of 
more accurate sea-ice observations to constrain our models, have led to better sea-ice simulations. Multiple 
studies attribute a relevant role in improving the sea-ice model performance to more realistic model for-
mulations (Flocco et al. (2012); Massonnet et al. (2011); Vancoppenolle et al. (2009); Roach et al. (2018a), 
among others). However, in the framework of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP), the 
SIMIP Community (2020) (Sea Ice Model Intercomparison Project) shows that it is unclear to what degree 
differences between CMIP6, CMIP5, and CMIP3 sea-ice simulations are caused by better model physics 
versus other changes in the forcing. In the field of subseasonal and seasonal sea-ice forecasting, simple dy-
namical models exhibit predictive skills comparable to or even better than those of more complex forecast 
systems (Zampieri et al., 2018, 2019), suggesting that the year-to-year variability, the skill of the atmospheric 
models, and the quality of initial conditions dominate the variation in ensemble prediction success (Stroeve 
et al., 2014). In conclusion, to what extent the model complexity impacts the quality of sea-ice simulations 
remains an open question (Blockley et al., 2020) always evolving with our models.

A key aspect to examine when assessing the relative performance of multiple model formulations is wheth-
er these are all appropriately tuned (Miller et al., 2006). Independent model parameters can have compen-
sating effects on the sea-ice state because of the broad ranges typically considered physical or plausible for 
these parameters. Often, these ranges cannot be narrowed further down since too little is known in the 
model about the heterogeneous sub-grid structure of the sea ice system, which could be linked to more 
precise in situ measurements. For this reason, the model parameters are in general underconstrained (Ur-
rego-Blanco et al., 2016) and their systematic calibration can substantially impact the quality of the simu-
lations (Massonnet et al., 2014; Roach et al., 2018b; Sumata et al., 2019a; J. Turner et al., 2013; Ungermann 
et al., 2017). Furthermore, acknowledging the substantial differences between the reanalysis products used 
to force the sea-ice models in stand-alone setups (Batrak & Müller, 2019), we argue that the same mod-
el configuration should be also optimized separately for different forcing conditions. As shown by Bitz 
et al. (2002) and Miller et al. (2007), the behavior of a specific model formulation can change substantially 
based on the forcing used.

Most of the relevant sea-ice parameterizations and modeling strategies developed over the years have been 
collected by the scientific community and integrated into sophisticated sea-ice models, the most advanced 
and complete of which is arguably Los Alamos sea ice model (CICE; Hunke et al., 2020a). The CICE model 
is distributed in combination with the Icepack column-physics package (Hunke et al., 2020b), a collection 
of physical parameterizations that account for thermodynamic and mechanic sub-grid processes not explic-
itly resolved by the models. Because of its modularity, Icepack can be conveniently implemented in ocean 
and sea-ice models other than CICE. In this regard, this study presents a new version of the Finite-volumE 
Sea ice-Ocean Model version 2 (FESOM2; Danilov et al., 2017) that exploits the capabilities of the Icepack 
column physics package. As we describe in Secion 2.1, the development of the FESOM2 sea-ice component 
has been mostly focused on dynamical aspects, while the adopted sub-grid sea-ice parameterizations were 
quite simple and outdated if compared to those implemented in other sea-ice models (e.g., no sea-ice inter-
nal energy). This resulted in a partially unrealistic physical formulation of the standard FESOM2 model, 
caused for example by the missing representation of the sea-ice internal energy. The inclusion of Icepack 
in FESOM2 has substantially broadened the range of sea-ice physical processes that can be simulated by 
FESOM2, making it an ideal tool for answering the scientific questions posed below.

Based on the new FESOM2-Icepack implementation, we designed a set of experiments to assess the impact 
of the sea-ice model complexity on the quality of the sea-ice simulations. Ten parameters from three dis-
tinct model setups are optimized with a semi-automated calibration technique and compared to different 
types of sea-ice and snow observations. Because we deal with a standalone ocean and sea-ice model (i.e., no 
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coupling to an atmospheric model) the calibration process is conducted separately for two different atmos-
pheric reanalysis products used to force FESOM2. Based on the outcome of the calibration and the resulting 
model performance, we try to address the following questions:

1.  Does a more complex and physically realistic formulation of the sea-ice model lead to more realistic sea-
ice simulations given the resolution, coverage, and uncertainty of satellite Earth Observations (EO) of 
sea-ice available today?

2.  How does the impact of different atmospheric forcings on sea-ice model performance relate to the im-
pact of model complexity?

3.  Which sea-ice formulation can be calibrated more effectively?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The method section presents the standard (Section 2.1) 
and Icepack (Section  2.2) FESOM2 formulations, followed by the theoretical description of the Green's 
function approach for the calibration of the model parameter space (Section 2.3). We then describe the 
experimental setups employed in the study and we present the practical implementation of the calibration 
technique (Section 2.4), as well as the observations used to constrain the parameter space and for evaluat-
ing the model results (Section 2.5). The results section (Section 3) describes the impact of the parameter 
optimization on the model performance in terms of cost function reduction. Furthermore, we explore the 
discrepancies of the various optimized model configurations by comparing the simulated sea-ice and snow 
state to different types of observations, and by linking this to differences in the optimized model parameters. 
Finally, the computational performance of three model setups is analyzed for assessing the sustainability 
of more sophisticated, and thus computationally more demanding, sea-ice setups for diverse modeling ap-
plications (Section 4.3).

2. Methods
2.1. Standard Sea-Ice Formulation in FESOM2

Danilov et al. (2015) describes in detail the numerical implementation of the Finite Element Sea-Ice Model 
(FESIM), which is the standard sea-ice component of FESOM2. Three alternative algorithms are availa-
ble for solving the sea-ice momentum equation: A classical elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) approach coded 
following Hunke & Dukowicz  (1997) plus two modified versions of the EVP solver: The modified EVP 
(mEVP; Kimmritz et al., 2015), and the adaptive EVP (aEVP; Kimmritz et al., 2016). Three sea-ice tracers 
are advected based on a finite element (FE) flux corrected transport (FCT) scheme (Löhner et al., 1987): The 
sea-ice area fraction aice, and the sea-ice and snow volumes per unit area, vice and vsnow. The thermodynamic 
evolution of sea ice is described by a simple 0-layer model (i.e., the sea-ice and snow layers have no heat 
capacity) that follows Parkinson & Washington (1979). The interaction between the radiation and sea ice is 
mediated by four constant albedo values (dry ice, wet (melting) ice, dry snow, and wet (melting) snow) that 
respond to changes in the atmospheric near-surface temperature, thus including an implicit description of 
the radiative effect of melt ponds during the melting season. No incoming shortwave radiation penetrates 
through the snow and sea-ice layers.

2.2. Icepack Implementation in FESOM2

Icepack (Hunke et al., 2020b), the column physics package of the sea-ice model CICE, is a collection of 
physical parameterizations that account for thermodynamic and mechanic sub-grid processes not explicitly 
resolved by the hosting sea-ice model. The modular implementation of Icepack allows the users to vary 
substantially the complexity of the sea-ice model, with the possibility of choosing between several schemes 
and a broad set of active and passive tracers that describe the sea-ice state. Similarly to FESIM, Icepack can 
make use of a simple 0-layer sea-ice and snow thermodynamics scheme (Semtner, 1976). However, two 
more sophisticated and realistic multi-layer thermodynamics formulations, taking into account the sea-ice 
enthalpy and salinity, are also available: The Bitz & Lipscomb (1999) thermodynamics (BL99 hereafter), 
which assumes a temporally constant sea-ice salinity profile, and the “mushy layer” implementation, with 
a prognostic sea-ice salinity description (A. K. Turner et al., 2013a). To account for the sea-ice thickness var-
iations typically observed at sub-grid scales, Icepack discretizes the sea-ice cover in multiple classes, each 
representative of a sea-ice thickness range, and describes prognostically the evolution of the Ice Thickness 
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Distribution (ITD) in time and space (Bitz et al., 2001). The processes leading to changes in the ITD are 
sea-ice growth and melt, snow-ice formation (flooding), and mechanical redistribution (i.e., sea-ice ridging 
and rafting due to dynamical deformation; Lipscomb et al., 2007). In terms of the interaction between sea 
ice and radiation, Icepack includes two more sophisticated parameterizations in addition to a simple albedo 
scheme similar to that of FESIM. In the “Community Climate System Model (CCSM3)” formulation, the 
surface albedo depends on the sea-ice and snow thickness and temperature, and it is defined separately for 
the visible and infrared portion of the spectrum. The main difference between this and the constant albedo 
approach is a reduction of the surface reflectivity for thin sea-ice or snow. The even more sophisticated 
“Delta-Eddington” formulation exploits the inherent optical properties of snow and sea ice for solving the 
radiation budget (Holland et al., 2012), and it can be combined with three explicit prognostic melt pond 
schemes (Flocco et al., 2010; Holland et al., 2012; Hunke et al., 2013). Finally, the Icepack radiation imple-
mentation allows the penetration of part of the incoming shortwave radiation through snow and sea ice, 
leading to additional energy absorption in the water column below the sea ice.

Icepack v1.2.1 has been implemented in FESOM2 and can now be used as an alternative to the standard 
FESIM thermodynamic module. As the standard FESIM implementation, the Icepack column-physics sub-
routines run every ocean time step. All the Icepack variables are defined directly on the FESOM2 mesh, 
ensuring an optimal consistency between the ocean and the sea-ice components of the model. The inclusion 
of Icepack in FESOM2 required a revision of the calling sequence within the sea-ice model (Figure 1), which 
now follows that of the CICE model (Hunke et al., 2020a). The coefficients mediating the momentum and 
heat exchanges between atmosphere and ice, previously constant in FESIM, have been updated and are 
now computed iteratively based on the stability of the atmospheric near-surface layer (Jordan et al., 1999). 
The solution of the momentum equation for computing the sea-ice velocity does not change when running 
in FESOM2-Icepack configuration. Two alternative formulations of the sea-ice strength P are available in 
Icepack and can be used in the EVP solver:

 
* (1 )*Hibler (1979) : C aice

iceP P v e (1)




  2

1
Rothrock (1975) : ( )

Nc

p f ice r icenn
P C C h h (2)

where vice is the average sea-ice volume per unit area,  /ice ice icen n nh v a  is the ice thickness in the nth-class 
(ratio of sea-ice volume per unit area to sea-ice area fraction), Nc is the number of thickness classes, P*, C*, 
and Cf are empirical parameters, Cp = ρi (ρw − ρi)g/(2ρw) is a combination of the gravitational acceleration 
and the densities of ice and water, and ωr (hice) is a function that represents the effective sea-ice volume 
change for each thickness class due to mechanical redistribution processes. In this study, the Hibler (1979) 
approach (H79 hereafter) is adopted for all model setups instead of the Rothrock  (1975) approach (R75 
hereafter). The reasoning behind this choice will be discussed in Section 2.4.
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Figure 1. Schematic describing the calling sequences of the Standard FESOM2 and FESOM2-Icepack implementations. FESOM2, Finite-volumE Sea ice-
Ocean Model version 2.
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In the FESOM2 implementation of Icepack, each tracer is advected separately using the FE-FCT scheme 
by Löhner et al. (1987) as described in Kuzmin (2009). The tracer advection is based on the conservation 
equation

      0,tT Tv (3)

where T is a generic advected tracer with no dependencies and v is the sea-ice velocity that solves the mo-
mentum equation. If a tracer T2 depends on another tracer T1, the advected quantity that satisfies Equa-
tion 3 is T = T1T2. For example, let us consider some sea ice of thickness hice that is transported from a 
grid-cell (a) into a neighboring grid-cell (b), which, for simplicity, we assume to be ice-free (aice(b) = 0). 
Since the sea ice is not vertically compressed when advected from one cell to the other, after the advection 
hice(b) = hice(a). The total volume of the ice will however change and, to account for this correctly, the tracer 
to advect is T = vice = aice hice. As explained in Lipscomb & Hunke (2004) (Equations  3, 5 and 6), this concept 
can be generalized for a tracer with more than one dependency. Icepack comes with a vast set of required 
and optional tracers. As for the standard FESIM, aice, vice, and vsnow are required tracers. However, in Icepack 
these three variables are defined separately for each ice thickness class. The skin temperature of the sea-ice, 
or in the presence of snow of the snow, Tsurf is also defined separately for each thickness class and depends 
on aice for the advection. If the BL99 or mushy thermodynamics are used, the enthalpy of sea-ice and snow 
layers (qice, qsnow), and the sea-ice salinity sice become also required tracers and depend on vice or vsnow (qice 
and qsnow are defined as the energy needed to melt a unit volume of ice or snow and raise its temperature 
to the melting temperature). Several more tracers are available (melt pond fraction and depth, sea-ice age, 
first-year ice fraction, level ice fraction, and volume, etc.) depending on the chosen setup of the model. All 
these tracers are implemented in the FESOM2-Icepack model.

2.3. Green's Function Approach for the Optimization of the Model Parameters

The Green's function approach is a simple, yet powerful method that, given some observations, can be used 
for the calibration of the parameter space of general circulation models (Menemenlis & Wunsch,  1997; 
Menemenlis et al.,  2005; Nguyen et al., 2011; Stammer & Wunsch, 1996; Ungermann et al., 2017). One 
iteration consists of an ensemble of n sensitivity simulations realized by perturbing separately each one 
of the n parameters that we choose to optimize. The Green's functions of these sensitivity simulations are 
then combined through discrete inverse theory for constructing an optimal linear solution that minimizes 
the difference between the model state and the observations, and which corresponds to a set of optimal 
parameter perturbations. Ide et al. (1997); Menemenlis et al. (2005) and Ungermann et al. (2017) provide an 
extensive mathematical derivation of the method. Here, we limit our description to a few important points.

Given a vector of m observations y and their measurement uncertainties σ, the relationship between the 
observations and the observation operator G (i.e., the operator that maps the parameter perturbations onto 
the simulated variables at the observation locations) can be expressed as

 ( ) ,Gy ν  (4)

where ν contains a generic set of n parameter perturbations around a reference state ν0, and ϵ represents 
the discrepancy between the observations and the model results. The optimal set of parameters νopr can be 
obtained by minimizing a quadratic cost function

 1 ,TF R  (5)

where R, the covariance matrix of ϵ, is assumed to be a simple diagonal matrix with elements  2
ii iR  

(where i  =  1 … m and σi is the uncertainty of the ith-observation), meaning that observation errors are 
considered independent. In this study, each element of R is further multiplied by the total number of ob-
servations of its corresponding observation type. In this way, the same weight is given to each observational 
type employed in the optimization. Let us assume for now that a linearization of the system holds (we will 
discuss this aspect further in Section 4.2), and that the model operator G can be represented by a matrix G, 
so that the misfit between observations and the control simulation (for which ν = 0) can be expressed as
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   Δ (0) .Gy y Gν  (6)

In practice, G is an m × n matrix constructed by combining the Green's function for each of the parameter 
perturbations ν = (ν1 … νn). Specifically, gj, the jth-column of the matrix G, is





( ) (0)

,j
j

j

G Gν
g (7)

where G (νj) is the sensitivity simulation where only the jth-parameter is perturbed with perturbation ampli-
tude νj. The set of optimal perturbations that minimizes the cost function is given by

   1 1 1( ) Δ ,opt
T TG R G G R yν (8)

and the set of optimized parameters is

 0 .opr optν ν ν (9)

As in Menemenlis et al. (2005), to derive Equation 8 we assume that there is no a priori information about 
the parameters to be optimized, which means that the inverse of the prior matrix Q−1 in Equation 10 in 
Menemenlis et al.  (2005) equals zero. This assumption is very reasonable and has no impact on the op-
timization because, in our case, the minimization problem is strongly over-determined, with many more 
observations (∼106) than optimized parameters (10).

2.4. Model Simulations

All model simulations are run on a global mesh with 1.27 × 105 surface nodes and 46 ocean vertical levels. 
This unstructured mesh has approximately a 1° resolution over most of the domain, but it is refined along 
the coastlines, in the equatorial regions, and north of 50°N, where the resolution reaches ∼25km (see Figure  
4a in Sein et al. (2016) for more details on the mesh). The atmospheric boundary conditions used to force 
the FESOM2 model are derived from two reanalysis products: The European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts Reanalysis fifth Generation (ERA5) global reanalysis (Hersbach et  al.,  2020) and the 
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System (NCEP hereafter; Saha 
et al., 2010, 2014). The fields used to force the model are the 2m air temperature and specific humidity, the 
10m wind velocity, the downward longwave and shortwave radiation, and both liquid and solid precipita-
tion. The ocean component of the FESOM2 model is initialized in 1980 from the PHC3 ocean climatology 
(Steele et al., 2001). A sea-ice thickness of 2m is set at initial time in regions with sea surface temperature 
below −1.8°C.

The Green's function approach for parameter optimization is applied to three different model setups of 
increasing complexity:

 C1  Low-complexity configuration corresponding to the standard FESIM implementation within FESOM2, 
as described in Section 2.1

 C2  Medium-complexity configuration based on the FESOM2-Icepack implementation described in Sec-
tion 2.2. This configuration features an ITD with 5 thickness classes, the BL99 thermodynamics (4 sea-
ice layers and 1 snow layer), and the CCSM3 radiation scheme

 C3  High-complexity configuration based on the FESOM2-Icepack implementation. Like C2, C3 features 
an ITD with 5 thickness classes and the BL99 thermodynamics with 4 + 1 vertical layers. The CCSM3 
radiation is replaced by the Delta-Eddington scheme, and the melt ponds are prognostically described 
with the Community Earth System Model (CESM) parameterizations (Holland et al., 2012)

The Icepack configurations C2 and C3 resemble the sea-ice formulation of the climate models CCSM3 (Col-
lins et al., 2006) and CCSM4/CESM1 (Jahn et al., 2012) respectively. The three configurations are optimized 
twice, once for each atmospheric forcing employed: ERA5 (suffix “E” hereafter) and NCEP (suffix “N” here-
after). This leads to a total of six optimal parameter sets, each one optimized by performing two iterations 
of the Green's function method. A schematic of the Green's function optimization procedure is displayed 
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in Figure 2. Each configuration undergoes a 20 years spin-up (1980–1999) to guarantee a realistic state of 
the modelled upper ocean (upper 1,000 m) and of the sea-ice cover in (quasi-)equilibrium with the chosen 
atmospheric forcing product and the individual parameter set. The model optimization window is limited 
to the 14 year period 2002–2015, i.e., the cost function is evaluated in this period. The years 2000 and 2001 
are additional spin-up years for ensuring a full response to each sea-ice parameter perturbation (Figure 2). 
Few preliminary test simulations were conducted to ensure that two years were sufficient for the sea-ice 
state to adjust to the parameter perturbations. The outcome showed that one full seasonal cycle is sufficient 
for most of the parameters, and two years are enough to guarantee an appropriate response of the sea-ice 
thickness state, which is the slowest variable to respond.

The R75 formulation of the sea-ice strength is arguably more physically realistic than the H79 formulation, 
as it includes information about the ITD in each grid-cell and it considers potential energy changes associat-
ed with the redistribution. However, Ungermann et al. (2017) show that the H79 approach leads to a better 
fit between model data and observations when properly tuned. In addition, the R75 sea-ice strength is much 
more non-linear than the H79 one. For these reasons, and for being able to compare the C1 setup (no ITD; 
only H79 available) to the C2 and C3 setups (with ITD; both H79 and R75 available), all the simulations here 
presented employ the H79 sea-ice strength formulation.

Because the finite availability of computational resources limits in practice the number of parameters 
that can be optimized with the Green's function approach (a separate sensitivity run is needed for each 
parameter one intends to optimize), the parameters have been chosen based on their ability to influ-
ence the sea-ice state of the model, as described in previous studies (Massonnet et  al.,  2014; Sumata 
et al., 2019a; Ungermann et al., 2017; Urrego-Blanco et al., 2016). In total, 10 model parameters are opti-
mized for each of the three model setups (Table 1). The chosen parameters act on various sea-ice param-
eterizations: Thermodynamics, dynamics, radiation, and mechanical redistribution. Some are common 
to all three configurations (αO, kS, P*, C*, and cIO), while others are specific to the formulation of each 
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Figure 2. Schematic of one iteration of the Green's function approach for parameter optimization as employed in our 
study for each configuration. When the second iteration is performed, the optimized model run computed at the end of 
the first iteration serves as control run for the second one.
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setup. Details regarding P* and C* are provided in Equation 1. RI, RS, and RP are tuning parameters for the 
albedos of ice, snow, and melt ponds in the Delta-Eddington radiation scheme (Briegleb & Light, 2007). 
Note that δP, the constant ratio between the melt pond depth and melt pond fraction in the CESM melt 
pond parameterization, has been classified as radiation parameter (Tab. 1c) because the scheme describes 
only the radiation effects of melt ponds (Holland et al., 2012). The lead closing parameter H0 determines 
the thickness of newly formed ice (Hibler, 1979). μ is a tuning parameter that acts on the empirical e-fold-
ing scale of ridges, whose ITD is well approximated by a negative exponential (Hunke, 2010; Lipscomb 
et al., 2007; Uotila et al., 2012). The ice-atmosphere drag coefficient cIA has not been optimized following 
the results of Massonnet et al. (2014), which show that optimizing the atmospheric drag is not necessary 
if P* and cIO are already optimized.
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2.5. Observational Products

The Green's function optimization method employs three types of monthly averaged satellite observations 
and their uncertainties: Sea-ice concentration, thickness, and drift (Figure 2). We employ the Ocean and 
Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI SAF) Global Sea Ice Concentration Climate Data Record v2.0 
(EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility, 2017) for the period 2002–2015. The retrieval 
of this product is based on passive microwave data from the SSM/I (Special Sensor Microwave/Imager) and 
SSMIS (Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder) sensors (Lavergne et al., 2019). The data are distributed 
on a polar stereographic 25 km resolution grid, which is approximately the same resolution as our model 
in the Arctic.

Two complementary sea-ice thickness datasets are considered during the freezing season (October to April): 
The monthly northern hemisphere sea-ice thickness from Envisat (2002–2010; Hendricks et al., 2018a) and 
from CryoSat-2 (2011–2015; Hendricks et  al.,  2018b). The merged CryoSat-2/SMOS (Soil Moisture and 
Ocean Salinity) sea-ice thickness product has not been considered for the parameter optimization because 
we decided to prioritize the optimization of thick sea-ice regions over the marginal ice zone. The evolution 
of the thin ice cover is implicitly constrained by the parallel employment of sea-ice concentration observa-
tions during the optimization, which compensates, at least to some extent, for the exclusion of the SMOS 
observations from the optimization.

Following Sumata et al. (2019a), sea-ice drift data covering the whole seasonal cycle are obtained by com-
bining three different pan-Arctic low-resolution products: The OSI-405 (Lavergne et al., 2010), the sea-ice 
motion estimate by Kimura et al. (2013), and the Polar Pathfinder Daily 25km EASE-Grid Sea Ice Motion 
Vectors, Version 2 (National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) Drift hereafter; Fowler et al., 2013; Tschudi 
et al., 2010). OSI-405 is the drift product with the smallest observational uncertainties (Sumata et al., 2014) 
and therefore, when possible, it is preferred to the others. The estimates by Kimura et al. (2013) are used in 
summer because the OSI-405 temporal coverage is limited to the winter months. The NSIDC Drift data are 
used to cover a gap left by the other two products during part of 2011 and 2012.

Additionally, the model simulations are compared to other types of sea-ice observations than those em-
ployed for the Green's function optimization. As for the northern hemisphere, the southern hemisphere 
sea-ice concentration is taken from the OSI SAF Global Sea Ice Concentration Climate Data Record v2.0. 
Starting from 2016, we use the operational extension of the OSI-450, denominated OSI-430-b, for both hem-
ispheres (EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility, 2019). The retrieval of snow depth 
on top of the sea ice is based on an empirical algorithm that uses passive microwave satellite observations 
from the AMSR-E (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer; Rostosky et al., 2019a) and AMSR-2 (Ros-
tosky et al., 2019b) sensors, as described by Rostosky et al. (2018). Finally, the combined CryoSat-2/SMOS 
sea-ice thickness product and the Envisat and CryoSat-2 sea-ice freeboard products are used to evaluate the 
model performance in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

2.6. Cost Function

The optimization of the model parameter space leads to modifications of the sea-ice state and, consequent-
ly, to a variation of the cost function measuring the mismatch between model results and observations. 
Studying the cost function represents therefore a useful diagnostic approach to assess changes in model per-
formance taking the observational uncertainties into account. Before presenting the main findings of our 
study, we clarify some aspects related to the cost function formulation and interpretation. From a mathe-
matical viewpoint, the cost function F (Equation 10) employed in the assessment of the model performance 
is a quadratic cost function similar to that minimized during the Green's function parameter optimization 
(Equation 5), but it is computed separately for each observation type:

 



 

2
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where yi is a single observation with standard deviation σi, xi is the corresponding model value, and No the 
total number of observations in each of the four categories (sea-ice concentration, thickness, drift, and snow 
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thickness over sea ice). Note that the index i is quite general and refers to all the observations available over 
the optimization window (2002–2015) and the spatial domain (the Arctic). In the context of model perfor-
mance evaluation, F is computed at different stages of the parameter optimization procedure (before opti-
mization, after one iteration, and lastly after the second iteration). Assuming that the observations represent 
accurately the “true” state of the sea-ice cover, a change in cost function (ΔF) can indicate an improvement 
(ΔF < 0) or degradation (ΔF > 0) of the model performance. Note that, due to the quadratic nature of the cost 
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Figure 3. Cost function values for the period 2002–2015 at the three stages of the Green's function parameter 
optimization (x-axis). The cost function measures the average mismatch between the state of six model configurations 
(y-axis) and four observational products in the Arctic region: Sea-ice concentration, drift, thickness, and snow thickness 
(only the first three observation types are used in the Green's function optimization). The suffixes “-E” and “-N” 
indicate the employment of the ERA5 and NCEP atmospheric reanalysis used to force the three model setups C1, C2, 
and C3, respectively. The percentages in black font indicate the cost function change ΔF induced by the optimization. 
The percentages in gray font refer to F‖ ‖, the normalized formulation of the cost function change. ERA5, European 
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis 5th Generation; NCEP, National Centers for Environmental 
Prediction.
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function, F = 4 indicates that, on average, the mismatch between model results and observations is equal to 
2 ( 4 ) standard deviations of the observations.

Although the initial parameter values of different model setups before the optimization have been made as 
homogeneous as possible, the pre-optimization cost function values differ inevitably for each model config-
uration (Figure 3). This behavior depends on multiple factors:

1.  The intrinsic ability of a specific model formulation to reproduce the observed state
2.  The quality of the employed atmospheric forcing and its compatibility with each model formulation
3.  The “distance” of each pre-optimization parameter set from the optimized one (i.e., how well the model 

parameters are manually tuned already)

The relative contribution of these factors is difficult to quantify and can change substantially depending on 
the variable of interest (e.g., sea-ice concentration, thickness, etc.). An obvious consequence of point 3 is 
that a configuration far from its optimal state can be optimized more effectively than a configuration closer 
to it. For being able to evaluate more reasonably a property that we call the model “flexibility”, the extent 
to which a model configuration can be optimized for a variable, we propose a normalized version of ΔF for 
each of the model variables and observations considered:
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Figure 4. Seasonal variation of the northern hemisphere (top) and southern hemisphere (bottom) Integrated Ice Edge Error (IIEE) and Absolute Extent Error 
(AEE) for six optimized model configurations (C1-E to C3-N) averaged over the period 2002–2015. The IIEE and AEE are computed based on the monthly 
median ice edge, which is defined as the 15% contour line of the sea-ice concentration. The shading indicates the ∼95% confidence intervals, based on standard 
errors obtained from the 14 individual monthly values.
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where Fi and Ff are the cost function values respectively before and after the Green's function parameter 
optimization. The square-roots in Equation 11 are introduced as compensation for the quadratic nature of 
the cost function. In practice, the normalized formulation F‖ ‖ (Figure 3; gray percentages) has the effect 
of reducing the cost function change in those configurations that start further away from the optimal state 
before the optimization, providing a suitable metric for assessing the flexibility of the model configurations.

3. Results
3.1. Sea-Ice Concentration and Position of the Ice Edge

The Green's function parameter optimization improves the model representation of the sea-ice concentra-
tion for each of the six configurations considered (Figure 3; top-left). The C3 setup performs better than C1 
and C2 both under ERA5 and NCEP atmospheric forcing, suggesting that a more complex formulation of 
the sea-ice model is beneficial for simulating this variable appropriately. In the Icepack setups C2 and C3, 
the employment of the NCEP forcing leads to better results than ERA5 in terms of the absolute values of the 
cost function. In contrast, the cost function values of the optimized C1 configurations are comparable under 
ERA5 and NCEP forcing. Overall, the C1 setup shows higher flexibility, and it is capable of compensating 
more effectively for differences in boundary conditions.

Simulating correctly the sea-ice edge position is a requirement for modern sea-ice models (especially those 
employed to formulate operational sea-ice predictions). Because the definition of the ice edge position is 
based on the sea-ice concentration, one might expect the parameter calibration technique based on sea-ice 
concentration observations to also improve the representation of this feature. This assumption is reasona-
ble, with one caveat: The observational uncertainties of the sea-ice concentration are largest in the vicinity 
of the ice edge, slightly reducing the weight of these key regions on the total cost function and prioritizing 
the optimization of pack ice locations, where however the agreement between model and observations is 
generally already good. Here, we analyze the correctness of the sea-ice edge position based on two metrics, 
the Integrated Ice Edge Error (IIEE; Equation 12), and the Absolute Extent Error (AEE; Equation 13), a 
component of the IIEE (Figure 4). The AEE is defined as the absolute difference in sea-ice extent between 
model and observations. However, two different configurations of the sea-ice edge can lead to the same 
sea-ice extent, hence to an AEE = 0. The IIEE is designed to overcome this issue and penalizes situations 
where sea ice is misplaced in the model simulations compared to the observations. In practice, the IIEE is 
defined as the area where the model and observations disagree on the ice concentration being above a fixed 
threshold (here 15%), that is, the sum of all areas where the local sea ice extent is Overestimated (O) or Un-
derestimated (U) (Goessling & Jung, 2018; Goessling et al., 2016).

 IIEE O U (12)

 AEE O U (13)

In terms of IIEE and AEE, the ranking of the six optimized model configurations for the Arctic (Figure 4; 
top row) confirms what emerges from the analysis of the sea-ice concentration cost function: The C3-N 
configuration performs best while the C2-E configuration performs worst, exhibiting an error peak in sum-
mer for both the IIEE and AEE. This error is caused by a strong sea-ice underestimation. Overall, the NCEP 
forcing leads to a better sea-ice edge representation than ERA5. In all the configurations, both the error 
magnitude and its variability are largest in late spring and in early summer, while lowest during the winter 
months. This might suggest a better representation in the model of the physical processes regulating the 
sea-ice freeze-up compared to those regulating its melting. In fact, the 2 m temperature transition across 
the sea-ice edge in the atmospheric forcing is much sharper during the freezing season than during the 
melting season, allowing little freedom to the sea-ice model where to place the sea-ice edge and leading 
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to better winter performance. Furthermore, the sea-ice cover in the Arctic is constrained by the coastlines 
during the winter months, which could also contribute to better model performance in this season. These 
features are also evident in Figure 5, which draws a comparison between the sea-ice concentration of C3-
N, the best configuration for this variable, and of the observations at different stages of the seasonal cycle. 
The results confirm the very good performance of C3-N, with just small deviations from the observations 
in terms of both the sea-ice concentration and sea-ice edge position, particularly evident in June in melting 
locations. However, the presence of melt ponds causes an underestimation of the observed sea-ice concen-
tration (Kern et al., 2016) and this could explain the excessive sea-ice concentration in the model along the 
coasts and in the marginal ice zone for the month of June.

The ice-edge position analysis has been repeated for the Southern Ocean (Figure 4; bottom row), whose 
sea-ice observations have not been considered in the parameter optimization. The results evidence some 
similarities with the Arctic: The IIEE and AEE are largest during the melting season and lowest in winter 
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Figure 5. The period 2002–2015 average sea-ice concentration anomaly (C3-N – Obs.) for the months of March, June, September, and December. The modelled 
and observed sea-ice edges, corresponding to the 15% sea-ice concentration contour, are represented respectively by the dashed and solid black lines.
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when the sea-ice extent reaches its maximum. As for the Arctic, the six configurations exhibit a larger error 
spread during the summer months. The ranking of the model setups in terms of IIEE and AEE changes 
substantially in the two hemispheres. In Antarctica, the C2 setup, which had the worst performance in the 
Arctic, exhibits the lowest IIEE and AEE from February to June, followed by the C3 and C1 setups. The sit-
uation is inverted from July to January when the differences among the model configurations are however 
much smaller. Overall, in the Southern Ocean, the Icepack setups C2 and C3 perform comparably or better 
(depending on the season considered) than the standard FESOM2 formulation C1.
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Figure 6. November to April average sea-ice thickness for six model configurations (C1-E to C3-N) and for the Envisat 
(top plot), CryoSat-2 (middle plot), and CryoSat-2/SMOS (bottom plot) satellite observations. The ∼95% confidence 
intervals of the observations are indicated by the gray shading (not visible for CryoSat-2 and CryoSat-2/SMOS), based 
on two standard deviations of the average sea-ice thickness computed through error propagation assuming spatially 
uncorrelated uncertainties (which is not necessarily the case). The monthly averaged model results have been restricted 
to the locations within the satellites’ orbits (<81.45°N for Envisat and < 87°N for CryoSat-2) by the application of a 
large-scale spatial mask where monthly observations and model data are available simultaneously. Note that the middle 
and lower plots extend three years beyond the optimization period. SMOS, Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity.
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3.2. Sea-Ice Thickness

The analysis of the sea-ice thickness cost function reveals similar performance of different model configura-
tions (Figure 3; bottom-left plot). The cost function values around 1 indicate that, on average, the mismatch 
between model results and observations is of the same magnitude as the observation uncertainties. After 
optimization, the model setup C1 exhibits slightly better performance than the C2 and C3 for both atmos-
pheric forcings. Coincidentally, C1 is also the model setup that benefits more from the parameter optimi-
zation, with the C1-E and C1-N configurations showing respectively a ∼−17% and ∼−20% normalized cost 
function change. In contrast, the C3-N configuration, which ranks first before optimization, is negatively 
affected by the optimization and exhibits a ∼6% normalized cost function increase.

The model simulations have been compared to three distinct sea-ice thickness observational products (Fig-
ure 6): the Envisat and CryoSat-2 products, which target the thicker sea-ice (>1m) for different periods, and 
the merged CryoSat-2/SMOS product, which combines the capability of the SMOS sensor to detect thin sea-
ice with the CryoSat-2 measurements in thicker regions. Note that only the first two thickness products have 
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Figure 7. November to April average sea-ice freeboard for six model configurations (C1-E to C3-N) and for the 
Envisat (top plot) and CryoSat-2 (bottom plot) satellite observations. The ∼95% confidence intervals of the observations 
are indicated by the gray shading (not visible for CryoSat-2), based on two standard deviations of the average sea-
ice freeboard computed through error propagation assuming spatially uncorrelated uncertainties (which is not 
necessarily the case). The monthly averaged model results have been restricted to the locations within the satellites’ 
orbits (<81.45°N for Envisat and < 87°N for CryoSat-2) by the application of a large-scale spatial mask where monthly 
observations and model data are available simultaneously. Note that the lower plot extends three years beyond the 
optimization period.
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been employed in the optimization procedure, while the latter is used for diagnostic purposes only. When 
compared to the observations, the performance of the model configurations changes slightly depending on 
the choice of the observational product. The Envisat and CryoSat-2 comparison reveal a general underesti-
mation of the average sea-ice thickness by all the model configurations (Figure 6; upper and middle plot). 
To a certain extent, this underestimation is a consequence of the absence of essentially all thin sea-ice from 
these observational products, while the thin ice is still present in the model simulations and can be included 
in the average thickness computation if the spatial distribution of the sea-ice thickness is different in model 
simulations and observations. In contrast, the CryoSat-2/SMOS measurements provide a more complete 
picture of the sea-ice thickness up to the ice edge. It is therefore more compatible with the model results and 
allows a more robust comparison. Consequently, the agreement between this observational product and the 
model results is better (Figure 6; bottom plot).

Overall, the sea-ice thickness discrepancies among the optimized model configurations are moderate: On 
average 25cm, and up to 60 cm (Figure 6). The average sea-ice thickness of different configurations tends 
to converge towards the end of the freezing season, while the spread is slightly larger at its beginning. The 
results evidence wider discrepancies in terms of model setups than in terms of the atmospheric forcing em-
ployed, with C1 having on average a thicker sea-ice cover than C3 and C2. All the model configurations rep-
resent fairly well the observed inter-annual variability and the seasonal cycle. For example, both the model 
simulations and the observations coherently indicate a relatively low sea-ice thickness over the periods 
2012–2013 and 2016–2018, and relatively thick sea-ice in 2014–2015. Overall, the model performance in 
terms of sea-ice thickness is generally better than that of most of the global ocean–sea ice reanalyses from 
the Ocean Reanalyses Intercomparison Project (ORA-IP) analyzed by Uotila et al.  (2019) and Chevallier 
et al.  (2017). Note that most of the models analyzed in ORA-IP assimilate sea-ice concentration and/or 
sea-surface temperature, in addition to other nonsea-ice variables.

3.3. Sea-Ice Freeboard

The Envisat and CryoSat-2 thickness products employed in the optimization and evaluation are known to 
be affected by uncertainties induced by the use of a snow thickness climatology in the conversion from sea-
ice freeboard (measured sea-ice property) to thickness (derived quantity; Bunzel et al., 2018). In practice, 
this results in an erroneous interpretation of year-to-year fluctuations in snow thickness, which are con-
sidered as sea-ice thickness fluctuations. In the optimization phase, these uncertainties have been appro-
priately considered when designing the covariance matrix R. In the evaluation phase, an approach to over-
come this issue is to evaluate the sea-ice freeboard in addition to the thickness. The comparison between 
simulated and observed freeboard (Figure 7) confirms the main findings that emerged from the thickness 
evaluation. The simulated freeboard generally shows a thin bias for all the model configurations, with C1 
being the least affected configuration. The freeboard underestimation tends, however, to be larger than that 
of the thickness, up to 50% of the observed freeboard for certain model configurations. As for the thickness, 
during the CryoSat-2 period the model captures the thicker sea-ice conditions of the years 2014–2015. Note 
that in this study, the simulated freeboard has not been corrected for the lower propagation speed of the 
radar signal in the snow, as suggested by Kwok (2014), because an analogous correction is applied to the 
freeboard observations.

While increasing the reliability of the observations, evaluating the freeboard can lead to some confusion on 
the model side, as this variable depends both on the sea-ice and snow thicknesses. Some extra care is there-
fore needed, for example when interpreting the clustering of the C2 and C3 freeboard values based on the 
atmospheric forcing applied, with the NCEP freeboard systematically lower than that of ERA5 particularly 
towards the end of the freezing season. This feature should not be linked to differences in sea-ice thickness 
but rather in snow thickness. Because of systematically stronger precipitation rates in the NCEP reanalysis 
compared to ERA5 (see Section 3.5 and Barrett et al. (2020) for more details), the additional snow load on 
the sea ice tends to push the snow-ice interface closer to the sea surface, leading to a thinner freeboard. 
Note that the C1 configuration is less affected by this feature because its sea-ice is thicker than C2 and C3, 
reducing the relevance of different snow loads. Similarly, the low freeboard values simulated in 2017 are 
caused by the extremely abundant snow precipitations during that winter (according to reanalysis products) 
and not by anomalously thin ice. Interestingly, the observations do not capture this feature, suggesting that 
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the radar signal was not able to penetrate completely the thick snow layer and that it was reflected above 
the ice-snow interface.

3.4. Sea-Ice Drift

The sea-ice drift is the model variable for which the parameter optimization procedure is least successful, 
with a normalized cost function change of on average ∼−1%, and for which the cost function values of 
different model configurations are most similar (Figure 3; upper-right plot). This behavior can be explained 
by the fact that the formulation of the dynamic solver has an effect on the simulated sea-ice velocity at least 
as large (if not more) as the employment of different atmospheric boundary conditions, of sea-ice rheology, 
and of ice-ocean dynamical interactions (Losch et al., 2010). In this respect, all the model configurations 
considered here share the same EVP solver for the sea-ice momentum equation, which constrains substan-
tially the model behavior, and which cannot be calibrated through the optimization of model parameters. 
The remaining variability of model performance in terms of sea-ice drift appears to be linked to the choice 
of the atmospheric forcing. The sea-ice drift optimization is effective only for configurations running un-
der the ERA5 atmospheric forcing, which features a cost function reduction. In contrast, the optimization 
impact on the configurations running under the NCEP forcing is very small. The poor sea-ice drift perfor-
mance of C2-E is caused by the summer biases affecting the sea-ice concentration and thickness described 
in the previous sections.

The simulated sea-ice drift represents well the observed spatial features of the sea-ice circulation in the 
Arctic, as evidenced by the case study in Figure 8. Here, we limit our analysis to a single month (April 
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Figure 8. April 2015 monthly averaged sea-ice drift speed of six model configurations (C1-N to C3-E) and of the OSI-405 observations. OSI, Ocean and Sea Ice.
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2015) because averaging the sea-ice drift over multiple months and/or years could lead to the cancellation 
of compensating errors. The anticyclonic circulation in the Beaufort Sea is well represented, as well as the 
meandering transpolar drift, and the sea-ice export through Fram Strait and the Baffin Bay. The model drift 
fields are overall smoother and less detailed than the observed drift field. This is caused partially by the fi-
nite resolution of the atmospheric forcing and partially by shortcomings of the numerical implementations 
of the sea-ice model. A clear aspect that emerges from all the simulations is that the sea-ice in the model 
is generally slower than the observations, particularly where the drift is faster (e.g., coast of Alaska, Baffin 
Bay, and Kara Sea). This feature is also evident in Figure 9, which is largely dominated by a positive bias. 
However, the ERA5 configurations tend to overestimate the speed of slow sea-ice (vice < ∼5 cm s−1), which 
results in a too strong sea-ice recirculation from the transpolar drift into the Beaufort gyre (Figure 8). Such 
a feature is better captured by the NCEP configurations, whose levels of performance remain nevertheless 
worse than ERA5 over most of the Arctic domain.

3.5. Snow Thickness

Although winter snow thickness observations have not been employed in the Green's function optimization 
procedure, the analysis of its cost function gives an interesting insight into the performance of the analyzed 
model configurations concerning this variable. Figure 3 (bottom right plot) shows two distinct behaviors 
for the Icepack setups C2 and C3, and for the standard FESOM2 setup C1. The performance of the latter 
is worse than that of C2 and C3, before and after the parameter optimization procedure, and regardless of 
the employed atmospheric forcing. At the same time, C1 is the only setup on which the Green's function 
optimization has a positive impact, suggesting again greater flexibility of this setup compared to the other 
two. The C1 snow thickness improvements are likely linked to a better-simulated sea-ice concentration, the 
presence of which is mandatory for the accumulation of the precipitated snow.

Discrepancies in snow precipitation between different atmospheric reanalysis can be due to the different at-
mospheric models, data assimilation techniques, and observations used for the production of the reanalysis. 
Barrett et al. (2020) show that this is also the case in the Arctic, where the snow precipitation is higher in 
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Figure 9. April 2015 sea-ice drift speed bias (observation–model; y-axis) for six model configurations (C1-N to C3-E) as 
function of the of the observed OSI-405 sea-ice drift speed (x-axis). The plot is constructed by dividing the observed sea-
ice drift speed in equally spaced intervals of width 1 cm s−1, for which the corresponding bias values are grouped and 
averaged. We do not consider observed sea-ice speeds vice > 15 cm s−1 because of the low number of observational points 
and of the consequent low significance of the results. OSI, Ocean and Sea Ice.
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the NCEP products compared to ERA5. In this respect, our results are in good agreement with the previous 
studies: The snow over sea ice in the ERA5 configurations is thinner than that in the NCEP configuration 
(Figure 10; bottom row). Furthermore, the snow in the C1 setup is overall thicker than that in C2 and C3 for 
both forcing products (Figure 10; right column). This is likely due to the ridging parameterization adopted 
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Figure 10. April snow thickness and snow thickness anomalies averaged over the period 2002–2015 for four configurations: C1-N, C1-E, C3-N, and C3-E. The 
C2 setup has not been displayed because its results in terms of snow thickness are very similar to the C3 setup. The April snow thickness observations averaged 
over the same period are mapped in the bottom-right corner of the panel.
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in Icepack, which assumes that a fraction of the snow that participates in the ridging (50% in our setups) 
is lost in the ocean, where it melts eventually. A comparable snow sink is missing in the standard FESIM 
formulation, hence the thicker snow layer. The observed snow thickness lies in between the NCEP and 
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Figure 11. Model parameters (x-axis) at three stages of the Green's function parameter optimization. The control values of the parameters are indicated in 
gray. For each setup, the numerical value of the optimized parameters is reported in black below each point. Only the parameters common to the C1, C2, and 
C3 model setups are shown. The suffixes “-E” and “-N” indicate respectively the ERA5 and NCEP atmospheric reanalysis used to force the three model setups. 
ERA5, European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis 5th Generation; NCEP, National Centers for Environmental Prediction.
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ERA5 configurations of the C2 and C3 setups. These exhibit comparable cost function values, attributable 
however to model biases of opposite sign, positive for NCEP and negative for ERA5.

3.6. Optimized Parameters

Figure  11 compares five optimized parameters for the six model configurations analyzed here. Overall, 
differences in model formulation appear to have a larger impact on optimized parameter values than differ-
ences in atmospheric forcings. Some of the parameters vary more coherently than others. For example, the 
optimized ice-ocean drag cIO values are systematically larger than in the control run, for all the setups. In 
this respect, our results are in good agreement with Sumata et al. (2019b), who find an optimized cIO value 
of 8.47 × 10−3 for the NAOSIM model, but they differ from the optimal estimates of Ungermann et al. (2017) 
(6.64 × 10−3 for the MITgcm model) and Massonnet et al. (2014) ((2.94 × 10−3, 3.78 × 10−3) for the NEMO-
LIM3 model, also associated to a much lower value of P* compared to our simulations). All the previously 
mentioned models run with the NCEP atmospheric forcing.

The calibration of P* leads to minor parameter changes for the setups C1 and C3. In contrast, P* is reduced 
in both configurations of the C2 setup. This parameter reduction is likely a consequence of the negative 
thickness and concentration biases of this setup, which is mitigated in part by reducing the sea-ice strength. 
A less stiff sea-ice cover leads to more ridging in winter and, in turn, to an increase of the sea-ice volume 
and extent. A similar consideration can be made for the relatively high values of C* for the C2 configu-
rations, which also concur with a reduction of the sea-ice strength. Only the C1-E configuration shows a 
pronounced reduction of C*, which implies an increase of the sea ice strength in summer.

The ocean albedo exhibits two different types of behavior: αO  = ∼0.085 for the Icepack setups while 
αO = ∼0.042 for the standard FESOM2 setup, a factor-two difference. Note that the treatment of the ocean 
albedo is equally simplistic in all the model setups considered (no dependency on the incident angle 
of solar radiation). Therefore, differences in model formulations with respect to this parameter cannot 
explain the dual behavior observed. Such a feature might be likely linked to different assumptions in the 
model implementation of the processes regulating the melting of sea ice, which is impacted by the ocean 
surface temperature and thus influenced by αO. In particular, the presence of an ITD in C2 and C3 favors 
the complete sea-ice melting in thin ice categories, thus decreasing the sea-ice concentration. A higher 
αO can limit an excessive melting and the consequent decrease in sea-ice concentration. Additionally, the 
Icepack configurations include a thermodynamic parameterization for lateral melting of ice floes that 
is also modulated indirectly by αO similarly to the ITD. The effect of lateral melting on αO is, however, 
smaller compared to that of the ITD. Note that αO is the only parameter chosen for the calibration with 
a substantial impact on the global ocean rather than only on the polar regions. Although both values 
fall inside the admissible observational range (Jin et  al.,  2004), a choice in one or the other direction 
could impact and possibly degrade the model performance concerning the ocean temperatures outside 
the Arctic. Such a parameter should therefore be manipulated with extreme care, and it could be opti-
mized much more effectively by constraining the optimization procedure with sea-surface temperature 
(SST) observations. Nevertheless, in uncoupled setups varying αO has a limited effect on the simulated 
sea surface temperature because this variable is also constrained by the near surface temperature from 
the atmospheric forcing. Such an assumption does not hold in fully coupled setups, where a correct ocean 
albedo formulation becomes crucial.

Urrego-Blanco et al. (2016) describe the prime role of the snow thermal conductivity kS in regulating the 
winter growth of sea-ice in the CICE model. A large kS allows more heat transfer from the ocean to the at-
mosphere during winter, enhancing the bottom growth of sea ice and leading to a thicker sea-ice cover. The 
opposite is true for a low kS. Apparently, the Green's function parameter optimization effectively exploits 
this mechanism to reduce the sea-ice thickness biases in the model configurations (Figure 3; bottom-left 
plot): The Icepack C2-E, C3-E, and C2-N configurations, negatively biased before the optimization, see an 
increase of kS. The C1-E and C1-N configurations, both positively biased in snow and sea-ice thickness be-
fore the optimization, experience a reduction of kS. C3-N, which before the optimization exhibits the best 
sea-ice thickness correspondence between model results and observations, is the configuration with the 
least kS change.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Considerations on the Green's Function Optimization Method

In Section 2.3, we argued that the linearization of the system in the Green's function optimization is overall 
an appropriate approximation, even though the physics of the ocean/sea-ice system presents well-known 
nonlinearities. Qualitatively, the fact that the application of the Green's function approach leads to a cost 
function reduction, and that this reduction is generally less in a second iteration of the method, provides 
evidence that the optimization method works as expected. However, the validity of the linearity assump-
tion can be proven mathematically by undertaking the linearity test suggested by Menemenlis et al. (2005), 
which, following our previous notation, becomes:

   1/2( ) (0) diag( )opt optG G G Rν ν (14)

where the operator   returns a vector that contains the absolute values of the input-vector elements, and 
operator diag (⋅) returns a vector that contains the diagonal elements of the input matrix. If Equation 14 is 
not satisfied, further reducing the cost function may be possible by applying an additional iteration of the 
optimization method. The results of the test (conducted a posteriori) indicate that experiments C1-N and 
C1-E satisfy the condition above after two iterations, and C3-N, C2-N, C3-E, and C2-E already after one 
iteration. In retrospect, this suggests that, given the observational uncertainties, the second iteration might 
have been unnecessary for the Icepack configurations, which is confirmed by the modest changes of the 
cost function values (and of the optimized parameters) in the second iteration.

The fact that the Green's function approach is a robust method for tuning the model effectively does not 
guarantee that the estimated optimal parameters lead to a model state that corresponds to a global mini-
mum of the cost function, particularly when the cost function is not a “well-behaved” function as in the case 
of sea-ice. In this respect, the results by Sumata et al. (2013) show that a stochastic optimization method 
is more appropriate for finding a global minimum of the cost function than gradient descent methods as 
the Green's function approach (Figures 4 and 5 of Sumata et al. (2013) reveal the heterogeneity of the sea-
ice concentration cost function). In the context of this study, where the model optimization is performed 
for three model configurations each forced with two sets of atmospheric boundary conditions, the Green's 
function approach has been chosen because it provides a balance between the effectiveness of the method, 
simplicity of implementation, and associated computational costs.

4.2. Shortcomings of the Parameter Optimization

The first unsatisfactory outcome of the parameter optimizations regards the very weak sea-ice drift perfor-
mance improvement (Section 3.4) compared to that of sea-ice concentration and thickness. We attempt to 
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Figure 12. April 2015 monthly averaged sea-ice drift speed of C3-N-control, C3-N-a, C3-N-b, and of the OSI-405 observations. OSI, Ocean and Sea Ice.
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understand this behavior by performing an additional round of Green's 
function optimization to C3-N, the best performing configuration present-
ed in this study. The additional iteration features the ice-atmosphere drag 
coefficient cIA among the optimized parameters, together with αO, RI, RS, 
RP, δP, kS, P*, C*, and cIO. The new optimization is performed in two flavors: 
A standard optimization that accounts for sea-ice concentration, thickness, 
and drift speed with equal weights (called C3-N-a), and a more dynami-
cally oriented optimization where the only observations considered is the 
sea-ice drift (called C3-N-b). In both cases, the optimal parameter pertur-
bations resulting from the Green's function optimization are small and do 
not bring substantial improvements to the sea-ice drift performance, which 
remains comparable to the control simulation (C3-N-control; Figure 12). 
In this respect, our results are in line with Massonnet et al.  (2014), who 
indicate that the optimization of P* and cIO is sufficient for constraining the 
sea-ice drift. In our study, the optimization of cIA in addition to P* and cIO 
does not improve the model performance compared to the optimization of 
P* and cIO alone. This evidence suggests that the sea-ice drift optimization 
reached a limit with respect to our model setup, optimization method, and 
observations and forcing employed, and that including more parameters 
will not improve the simulation of the sea ice drift any further. As a con-
sequence of a slower sea-ice drift in our simulations, an over-optimization 
of thermodynamic and radiative processes (e.g., enhanced formation of 
new sea-ice or reduced melting) might have occurred to compensate for 
the reduced sea-ice transport outside the Arctic. Nonetheless, the reader 
should note that the sea-ice drift performance of our model configurations 
are overall good and in line with those of other sea-ice and ocean models 
with data assimilation (e.g., Chevallier et al., 2017; Massonnet et al., 2014).

A second aspect that deserves some discussion concerns the overall poor 
performance of the C2 model setup, and particularly of C2-E. This con-

figuration exhibits a strong negative bias in sea-ice concentration and thickness during summer, which con-
sequently impacts the model performance also in terms of sea-ice drift and snow thickness. This bias likely 
results from a misrepresentation of the sea-ice radiative processes in the model and, once more, it might be 
due to an unwise choice concerning the parameters for the optimization. The C2 setup employs the CCSM3 
radiation scheme, in which, as described in Section 2.2, the sea-ice and snow albedo values are split into a vis-
ible and an infrared component with a thickness and temperature dependence. These four albedo values have 
been optimized in the present study (Table 1). However, the model parameters that regulate the thickness 
and temperature dependence of the albedo have not been optimized, leading to a poor representation of the 
melting processes. We observe that both the simpler radiation scheme employed in C1 and the complex del-
ta-Eddington radiation formulation used in C3 respond to the parameter optimization better than the CCSM3 
scheme, but for different reasons. On one hand, the radiation scheme in C1, in principle similar to that in C2 
but less sophisticated, can be likely tuned more effectively because dependent on fewer model parameters. On 
the other hand, the radiation scheme in C3, which is more sophisticated than C2, responds better to the model 
tuning because the non-optimized parameters are already better constrained and more physically based.

4.3. Computational Costs

The increased complexity of the FESOM2 extended sea-ice model comes with a non-negligible price in 
terms of computational costs. Figure 13 shows that the sea-ice computations of the Icepack setups C2 and 
C3 are approximately four times slower than C1, the simpler standard FESOM2 setup. This behavior was 
expected and caused partially by the more detailed formulation of Icepack thermodynamics, but primarily 
by the growing number of tracers needed to describe the sea-ice state. These tracers need to be advected 
separately by the FE-FCT scheme, which translates into a linear increase of the cost for each additional 
tracer. Furthermore, a set of tests has been implemented to guarantee the conservation of enthalpy, fresh-
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Figure 13. Relative computational cost of the sea-ice component of three 
FESOM2 setups (C1, C2, and C3). The values are normalized by the C1 
wall time. All the simulations run on the same machine, with the same 
computational mesh, and under the ERA5 forcing. The bars indicate the 
maximum and minimum values registered among the computing CPUs. 
The number of tracers advected in each setup is also reported. ERA5, 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis 5th 
Generation; FESOM2, Finite-volumE Sea ice-Ocean Model version 2.
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water, and salinity during the advection process, which further increases the computational requirements. 
An incremental remapping scheme for the advection of sea-ice tracers similar to that implemented in CICE 
(Lipscomb & Hunke, 2004), which is conservative and becomes very efficient when the number of tracers is 
large, will be considered in the future for further reducing the computational cost of the FESOM2-Icepack.

Nevertheless, running FESOM2 with Icepack remains feasible, and represents a viable option for future mod-
eling studies with a focus on polar regions. The mesh employed for this study is designed with most of the 
surface nodes in sea-ice active regions, causing the sea-ice computations to account for a substantial part of the 
model budget, and thus constituting a rather extreme case if compared to CMIP-type applications. The relative 
cost of the Icepack computations will be lower in meshes with most of the nodes in non-sea-ice regions. Fur-
thermore, in high-resolution simulations (1 –4 km), the contribution of the EVP solver is expected to become 
predominant over the advection of tracers, due to the increasing number of sub-cycles needed for reaching a 
converging solution of the momentum equation. An in-depth investigation of the computing performance of 
the FESOM2-Icepack model for a broader range of scenarios will be the topic of a future study.

4.4. Future Prospects for the Sea-Ice Representation in FESOM2

As described in Section  2.2, the options offered by Icepack in terms of sea-ice physics go beyond those 
explored in this study. In particular, future work will focus on the impact of a highly resolved ITD on the 
simulated sea-ice thickness and drift (also at high spatial resolution using the metrics developed by Hutter 
et al., 2019), on the exploration of the floe-size distribution parameterizations, and on the investigation of 
the sophisticated “mushy layer” thermodynamics (A. K. Turner et al., 2013a), which has not been consid-
ered in this study. Future FESOM2-Icepack model simulations could also serve as boundary conditions for 
detailed single-column studies with Icepack in a Lagrangian framework (e.g., Krumpen et al., 2020), allow-
ing to retain a high physical consistency between the driving model and the single-column model.

Most of the model configurations here analyzed show a minimum in AEE in July (Figure 4; top right), 
suggesting that the IIEE is mostly caused by sea-ice misplacement rather than by a wrong representation 
of the sea-ice extent. This behavior could in part reflect the fact that our model cannot simulate the pro-
cesses leading to land-fast sea-ice formation, both in its standard formulation and with Icepack. In early 
summer, when a break up event occurs, the sea ice in the model detaches from the geographical coastline. 
However, in the real world, and thus in the observations, the land-fast sea ice will stay attached to the coast 
and the pack-ice detachment will occur at the margin of the land-fast sea ice. Therefore, the absence of 
this persistent sea-ice type in our model generates misplacement errors when the model state is compared 
to the observations, a feature that is appropriately flagged by the IIEE metric but not by the AEE. Model 
formulations that enable, to a certain extent, the simulation of land-fast sea ice in shallow seas already exist 
(Lemieux et al., 2015, 2016) and proved to be effective in the CICE and MITgcm models. Therefore, they will 
be considered for future versions of the FESOM2 model.

The FESOM sea-ice and ocean model plays a central role in the climate modeling and forecasting activities at 
the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI), and is included in different versions of the CMIP6 AWI Climate Model 
(AWI-CM; Rackow et al., 2016,; Semmler et al., 2020; Sidorenko et al., 2015, 2019). In this respect, we plan to 
couple the new FESOM2-Icepack setup to the latest climate model configuration under development at AWI, 
which uses the open-source version of the Integrated Forecast System (OpenIFS) as the atmospheric model. 
The availability of a more detailed sea-ice description in a fully coupled setup will enable a better understanding 
of the interactions between a warming atmosphere and sea ice. At the same time, the new coupled configura-
tion will allow us to perform sea ice-oriented climate modeling studies (e.g., Zampieri & Goessling 2019) under 
more physically realistic assumptions. Finally, FESOM2-Icepack will be integrated in the Seamless Sea Ice 
Prediction System (SSIPS; Mu et al., 2020) and thus equipped with the Parallel Data Assimilation Framework 
(PDAF; Nerger & Hiller, 2013) for assimilating ocean and sea-ice observations with an Ensemble Kalman Filter.

5. Summary and Conclusions
This study presented a new formulation of the sea-ice component of the unstructured-mesh FESOM2 mod-
el. The update, which exploits the state-of-the-art capabilities of the sea-ice single-column model Icepack, 
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improves the physical description of numerous sea-ice sub-grid processes while retaining a modular struc-
ture that enables the user to adapt the sophistication of the sea-ice model formulation to the requirements 
of a specific investigation. Because of this modularity, the new FESOM2 formulation enables investigation 
of the impact of the sea-ice model complexity on the performance of the sea-ice simulations under two 
different atmospheric forcings: NCEP and ERA5.

Three different model configurations have been analyzed in this study:

 C1  Low-complexity configuration corresponding to the standard FESIM implementation within FESOM2 
(no ITD, 0-layer thermodynamics, constant albedo values)

 C2  Medium-complexity configuration based on the FESOM2-Icepack implementation (ITD with five 
thickness classes, BL99 thermodynamics, CCSM3 radiation scheme)

 C3  High-complexity configuration based on the FESOM2-Icepack implementation (as C2, but with Del-
ta-Eddington radiation scheme instead of CCSM3)

Our findings indicate that the C3 setup performs better than C2 and C1 concerning the Arctic sea-ice con-
centration, suggesting that the employment of a sophisticated radiation scheme can reduce the model bi-
ases for this variable. However, the results also indicate that the setup ranking that emerges for the sea-ice 
concentration in the Arctic does not hold in the Southern Ocean, which has not been included in the op-
timization; here the C2 setups perform best. The current generation of atmospheric forcings and sea-ice/
ocean models is therefore still not fully balanced and fails to guarantee an adequate representation of the 
sea ice in both hemispheres simultaneously. Furthermore, the inclusion of an ITD proved to be beneficial 
to reduce the snow thickness bias observed in the C1 setup.

We cannot exclude that configurations with increased model complexity lead to better sea ice simulations 
because of compensating errors between atmospheric forcings and model formulations, rather than because 
of a more realistic description of the sea-ice processes. Even if unlikely, this possibility cannot be excluded 
and this hypothesis should be taken into account in follow-up studies. An approach to overcome, at least in 
part, this issue would be to post-process the atmospheric forcing products to correct their well-known bias-
es, ultimately increasing their agreement with accurate in-situ observations. In the future, we will consider 
the application of a bias correction strategy to reduce the warm winter temperature bias over sea ice that 
affects the NCEP (mildly) and ERA5 (strongly) atmospheric reanalysis products (Batrak & Müller, 2019).

For sea-ice thickness and drift, model complexity appears to play only a marginal role in defining the qual-
ity of sea-ice simulations. This is the case for sea-ice thickness and drift, for which the differences between 
the various FESOM2 configurations are small and independent of model sophistication. We argue that the 
motivations behind this are different for the two variables. On one hand, sea-ice thickness is the integrated 
result of multiple dynamic and thermodynamic model processes, including possible compensating effects. 
Therefore, the complexity of the sea-ice sub-grid processes is less relevant and the Green's function approach 
is only effective for first-order processes that affect the thickness, such as changes in snow conductivity. The 
lack of response of the sea-ice drift, on the other hand, can be due to the fact that the EVP implementation 
introduces, to a certain extent, a stochastic behavior into the model, with the end result that the sea-ice dy-
namics is almost entirely constrained by the atmosphere and ocean forcings, except for some deceleration 
where the sea-ice strength is high. Sub-grid processes with varying sophistication do not influence the drift 
particularly because, in the model configurations here investigated, the solver of the momentum equation is 
not aware of the sea-ice sub-grid state (all the configurations employ the H79 strength formulation). Finally, 
we find that the simple C1 setup responds better to the optimization procedure, showing larger improve-
ments compared to C2 and C3, and thus suggesting that a less complex model can be tuned more effectively. 
Once optimized, the overall performance of the standard FESOM2 formulation proved to be mostly in line 
with the more complex Icepack setups in the Arctic, with modest deficiencies in the simulated sea-ice con-
centration (particularly in summer), minor improvements in sea-ice thickness and drift, and major biases 
in the simulated snow thickness. Therefore, this setup remains still a valid alternative to FESOM2-Icepack 
and, given its low computational cost, might be attractive for global modeling studies that do not have a 
focus on aspects related to sea-ice, or for computationally demanding high-resolution simulations.

In addition to the model formulation, the choice of the atmospheric forcing product substantially influences 
the sea-ice simulations. Concerning the sea-ice concentration, the Icepack setups C1 and C2 perform much 
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better when forced with the NCEP product compared to ERA5, both in the Arctic and in the Antarctic. The 
C1 setup exhibits similar results for NCEP and ERA5 in the Arctic, while the NCEP forcing outperforms 
ERA5 in the Antarctic. The opposite is true for the sea-ice drift and the snow thickness variables, which 
benefit from the employment of the ERA5 product instead of NCEP. In summary, both the atmospheric 
forcing products here analyzed have strengths and weaknesses that should be considered when employing 
them to force sea-ice and ocean simulations.

The results of this study are valid for sea-ice/ocean only simulations, where the atmospheric conditions 
are prescribed from reanalysis products. Some of the findings might not hold in a fully coupled framework, 
where the atmosphere responds both thermodynamically and dynamically to sea-ice and ocean changes. A 
similar study could be implemented in a fully coupled configuration by optimizing the climatological sea-
ice state of the model using the observational climatology as constraint. We plan to perform such a study for 
our modeling framework once the FESOM2-Icepack setup is coupled to the OpenIFS atmospheric model.

We conclude by underlining, once more, the importance of the semiautomatic parameter calibration for 
this study. Without the two cycles of Green's function optimization, our results would have conveyed a 
rather different message, erroneously indicating that the Icepack configurations perform systematically 
better than the standard FESOM2 model for most of the variables considered (Figure 3; large circles). The 
systematic optimization of the sea-ice parameters is certainly a time-consuming operation that requires a 
non-negligible amount of computing resources. Nevertheless, we recommend this approach, in some form, 
in future studies that aim to assess advances in the field of sea-ice modeling to guarantee a fair evaluation 
of sea-ice models.

Data Availability Statement
All the observational and forcing datasets used to force, validate, and optimize our model simulations are 
freely available. The exact address and the publisher associated to each data set are referenced in Sections 2.4 
and 2.5. The simulation results and computational mesh are stored on Zenodo (Zampieri et al., 2020) and 
are publicly available. The Icepack source code, including instructions for compiling and running the mod-
el, can be downloaded from Zenodo (Hunke et al., 2020b).
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